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“The Transition to Sustainable Cities and Territories, The Role 
of Local and Sub-National Governments of Africa.” 

Creating a Vision for the Africa that we want to see 

The architecture of all Africities Summits aims to address major questions based on 
the construction of the 2063 Vision of Africa with debate proposed by the African 
Union Commission. 

From November 20 -24, 2018, the Africities 8 Summit was hosted in Marrakech, with  
a record of 8300 participants. The latter represented all the stakeholders of African 
local life as well as their partners from other regions of the world: ministers in charge 
of local governments; ministers in charge of housing and urban development; 
ministers of public service; local authorities and local elected officials; officials of local 
and central administrations; civil society organizations, associations and trade 
unions; economic operators of the public and private sectors as well as of the social/ 
solidarity economy; traditional rulers; researchers and academics; and international 
cooperation agencies. AgroCity was represented by their board member Yvonne 
Apiyo Brändle-Amolo at this Summit. 

The main theme of the Summit was “The transition to sustainable cities and 

territories, the role of African local and regional authorities”.  The theme concentrated 

on reconciling the need for concrete responses to populations demands for the 

improvement living and environmental conditions, with the need to create a balance 

between expansive growth models and the depleting natural resources, to reduce the 

threat of jeopardizing the lives of future generations. In less than two generations, 

Africa will have the largest population of inhabitants world-wide therefore, it is 

essential for the continent to pave the path of sustainable development now. 

Currently, Africa’s cities and territories, are the least entrenched in the globalized 



economy and this would make the transition into a sustainable economic, ecological 

and socially balanced natural environment more feasible.,  

We from AgroCity participated in the sessions that had a significant connection to our 

project, with the aim of promoting and maintaining sustainable integration, peace and 

unity in Africa from the grassroot level. 

 The sessions included: 

 The migration- where we discussed how we could involve the diaspora 

Africans in the reduction of the South to North migration as well as the rural to 

urban migration and contributed to the ULCA report on Africans in the 

diaspora. 

 The  women  session – where we emphasised our prioritising of women as 

recipients of the AgroCity certificate of residency and microcredit and took part 

in the signing of the pact between the REFELA (a network of  locally elected 

African women) and CEMR (Council of European Municipalities and regions) 

to maintain a binding partnership for gender equality at local level. 

 The Open session – here we took part in deliberations with the African local 

authorities, as an international institution whose aim is to work with 

governmental authorities, associations or economic actors on innovative 

practices of financing, management, mobilizing citizens, greenspaces and so 

on. 

 The actors and local coalitions session – during which we presented the 

AgroCity in conjunction with Urbanistes Sans Frontières to the local 

Senegalese authorities, and the Senegalese women as a new ecological and 

sustainable solution to the rural urban migration in Senegal. After intensive 

talks, we were able to map out a starting ground for an AgroCity, identify 

significant strategies that would enhance the living and environmental 

conditions of the local inhabitants.  

 

In addition, our board member Yvonne Apiyo Brändle-Amolo had the possibility 

presenting Agrocity in a radio interview with Radio Plus, a television interview with 

MAP and some national newspapers. All in all, AgroCity managed to engage in a lot 

of networking especially with national and local authorities from different African, 

European, and American countries including various African kingdoms. We secured 

some new partners in Senegal, Ghana, Burkina Faso and Kenya who are keen on 

implementing AgroCities in their countries. AgroCity has also been invited to 

collaborate with Urbanistes Sans Frontières, Paris, for their next Conference in 

France in 2019. The next Africities will be held in 2021, Kisumu, Kenya. 

 



 

 

With the Radio Journalist Bourcha Deau from Radio Plus Morrocco 



 

 Various Kings with the Sudanese Queen of Sheba. Members of the PanAfrican  Councils of traditional 

and Customary Authorities. 



 

 

 



With the Sudanese Queen of Sheba  

 

With the Cameroonian Kings 



 

REFELA - locally elected African women who fight violence against women.  

 

 

The signing of a pact to maintain gender equality at local levels between REFELA (a network of locally 

elected African women) and CEMR (Council of European Municipalities and regions). 



 

With REFELA officials from Mali and a television journalist. 

 

 

 

 



 

Prepared for the ceremony with Her Royal Higness princess Meryem of Morrocco 

 

African Singer  



 

With part of the  team from Moroccan National Observatory for Children’s Rights – ONDE, teenage 

participants after I signed the petition to help street children. 

 

The podium on mobilising the African Diaspora,  Ms Fanon-Mendès ( Foundation Franz Fanon), Mr 

Boukari-Yabara (Ligue Panafricaine-UMOJA ),  , Ms Uwitonze-( African Diaspora Network in Europe),  

Mr. Dimitri – (Association Dévoppement Relations Nord Sud) and Ms Brändle-Amolo (AgroCity). 

 



 

The Delegation from the USA, Ms Thomas  and Mr Ba. 

 

          

Mr. Dimitri – (Association Développement Relations Nord Sud) and Ms Brändle-Amolo (AgroCity) 



 

 

Potential Partners from Africa 



 

At the (AMMPCC) Association Marrocaine des Prèsidents des Counseil Commaux stand 

 

 



 

With Mr Gustave Massiah one of the two co-founders of Africities. 

 



 

With the delegation from Urbaniste Sans Frontières, France,  the Senegalese the local authorities and 

the Senegalese women after our presentation and talk. 

 

 

With King Nhanga from Angola 



 

The Africities co-founder Mr Mbassi (right) and the Kisumu, Kenya Governor Hon. Nyon’go before the 

announcement that the next Africities 2021, will be held in Kisumu, Kenya. 

 

With Hon. Obungu (left) and Hon. Nyon’go (center) the Kisumu, Kenya Governor.  



 

At the Kenya Governors Booth.  

 

At the booth of our potential partners Plateforme Croissance Locale who encourage the African 

diaspora to invest in sustainable projects in Africa. 



 

One of the youths presenting her project during the finals of the youth session. 

 

The Migration Session 



 

During the television interview on AgroCity for MAP television Morrocco 

 



 

 

Some of the African delegates 

 



 

The closing Ceremony, thousands of people awaiting Her Royal Highness Princess Meryem of 

Morrocco 

 

 

 

The End. 


